THE WORLD’S
HIGHEST-RATED
FULLY CUSTOMISABLE
APPAREL

YOUR CLUB,
YOUR COLOURS.
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WELCOME TO
ZONE3 CUSTOM
E S T. 2 0 0 6

Proudly display your teams’ colours in custom kit
from the worlds highest-rated Triathlon brand.
A PERFORMANCE FOCUSED
COLLECTION FOR THE WHOLE TEAM

CYCLE

T R I AT H L O N

CASUAL

RUN

SWIM
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THE PRODUCT
Zone3 Custom collection consists of three categories, ‘Active+’,
‘Aeroforce-X’, and ‘Zone3+’ to cover all disciplines of triathlon (cycle,
swim, run and casual).
Active+
High-performance cycling, running, swim and triathlon apparel for
everyday training, racing and post-session.
Aeroforce-X
The worlds fastest trisuit. Made in the UK.
Crafted in creation with aero specialists NoPinz and rigorously tested
in the wind tunnel and the velodrome, Aeroforce-X offers your team
uncompromised performance across all three disciplines.
Zone3+
Our favourite award-winning Zone3 accessories and casual
clothing now available with club and team customisations.

THE BRAND
We believe that you deserve the best.
We know the sacrifices you make for your sport to find the time
and energy to train, compete, and get away from everyday life.
We believe you should be able to commit to the sport you
love–knowing your equipment will never hold you back.
Whether you are putting in the hours in the pool, open water, on
the trails, or on the road—we promise our products will support
your commitment. Our product-first philosophy drives us to
commit thousands of hours to ensuring every detail, stitch,
and fabric choice leads to best-in-class performance and
functionality.

THE SERVICE
CONCEPT
DESIGN
DELIVER
From your first ideas right through to delivery, we work with you
to design kit that reflects what your club is all about. Working with
our in-house design team, your vision will be realised to your exact
specifications. Once approved, we will bring your ideas to life using
specialist techniques at the forefront of industrial processes and
sports technologies.
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INTRODUCING

ACTIVE+
RANGE
High performance cycling, running,
swim and triathlon apparel for everyday
training, racing and post session.

ACTIVE+
An unparalleled offering of high-performance cycling, running
and triathlon apparel for everyday training, racing and recovery.
We want your club members to be as confident in our kit as our elite
level athletes are. Every garment your members wear meets our strict
quality standards. Researched, constructed and then refined through
athlete testing, our apparel is guaranteed to provide the perfect blend
of performance and comfort.

Trisuit Key Performance Features:

ELITE FULL ZIP SHORT
SLEEVE TRISUIT

ELITE SLEEVELESS
TRISUIT

- Highly areodynamic fabrics reduce drag
and increase speed.
- Premium quick-drying, hydrophobic
fabrics ensure maximum comfort and
water repellence throughout the race.
- Low profile pad with targeted foam
structure ensures comfort on the bike,
quick drainage after the swim and
becomes unoticeable on the run.
- Breathable and sweat wicking for
maximum comfort.
- 360 degree stretch for total freedom of
movement.
- Balanced Compression through the legs
thanks to ergonomically designed panels
improves muscle support and helps
increase the blood flow away from the
legs.

Available in XS - XXXL
for Men and Women,
as well as a range of
Junior sizes.
Full size set samples
available to try before
you buy.
No set ups fees.
No design fees.
No shipping costs.
Delivered within 8 - 10
weeks.

CLUB SHORT
SLEEVE TRISUIT

CLUB SLEEVELESS
TRISUIT

JUNIOR SLEEVELESS
TRISUIT

Miniumum order
quantity of 5 pieces
per style and 4 styles
to get you up and
running.
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Cyclewear Key Peformance
Features:

CLUB CYCLE JERSEY –
SHORT SLEEVE

CLUB
BIBSHORTS

ELITE CYCLE JERSEY –
SHORT SLEEVE

TRIATHLON
TOP

TRIATHLON
SHORTS

SPRING/
AUTUMN GILET

- Sweat wicking and quick
dry-fabrics keep you dry
regardless of duration or
intensity.
- Mesh panels for improved
temperature control.
- Premium 4-way stretch
fabrics for superior comfort
and total freedom of
movement.
- Silicone cuff, hem and leg
grippers keep the garment
in place.
- Multi-panel construction
delivers a perfect fit that
precisely moulds to every
contour of the body.
- Flat-lock seams prevent
chafing and irritation.
- Bi elastic open mesh bibs
allows for ease of movement
and increased durability.
- Multi-density carbon stretch
fabric pad is ultra lightweight
and offers long-lasting
durability.
- Reflective trim increases
visibility.

Available in XS - XXXL
for Men and Women,
as well as a range of
Junior sizes.
Full size set samples
available to try before
you buy.
No set ups fees.
No design fees.
No shipping costs.
Delivered within 8 - 10
weeks.

WATER RESISTANT
JACKET

JUNIOR CYCLE
JERSEY

JUNIOR CYCLE
SHORT

Miniumum order
quantity of 5 pieces
per style and 4 styles
to get you up and
running.
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INTRODUCING

INTRODUCING
AEROFORCE-X
T H E WO R L D S FAST E ST T R I S U I T

AEROFORCE-X THE
WORLDS FASTEST
TRISUIT IS:
AVAILABLE TO ORDER ALL YEARROUND
NO MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES
MADE-TO-MEASURE

DIRECT
DELIVERY

NO MINIMUM
ORDER

VA L I D AT E D
PERFORMANCE
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A TRUE
GAME
CHANGER
1

Wind tunnel and Velodrome tested and
validated as the world’s fastest Trisuit.

2

Bespoke made-to-measure fitting

3

Completely customisable graphics for

available.
your team logos.
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Crafted in creation with aero
specialists NoPinz and rigorously
tested in the wind tunnel and the

MADE IN THE UK

velodrome, Aeroforce-X offers your
team uncompromised performace
across all three disciplines.

AEROFORCE-X
TRISUIT – MENS

AEROFORCE-X SLEEVELESS
TRISUIT – MENS

AEROFORCE-X
TRISUIT – WOMENS

AEROFORCE-X SLEEVELESS
TRISUIT – WOMENS

Key Peformance Features:

Design Features:

- Aeroforce-X: Located on the sleeve panels,
this is a unique dimple fabric based on golf
ball technology and is located in the key areas
to help minimise drag and increase speed by
creating a thin turbulent boundary layer of air that
clings to the suit’s surface. This allows the air to
smoothly follow the contours of the body, thereby
decreasing the size of the wake – slicing through
the air faster and more efficiently. It also includes a
full water repellent nano coating.

Laser-cut arm and leg holes with an integrated
lightweight silicone grip are designed to keep
the arms and legs in place. This unique design
also improves the aerodynamic profile due to the
removal of any stitching.

- Aero-Stripe: Similar to the Aeroforce-X fabric
this fabric is located on the underarm and lat
panels and was tested against several other
similar materials in this location to ensure it was
the most aerodynamic.
- Aeroforce Soft-Touch: A premium and
technically advanced material is used on the front
body which offers great coverage whilst having
an ‘invisible’ feel. The material is light, breathable
and offers 360 degree stretch. Extremely quick
drying and features a high-tech water repellent
nano coating to reduce drag resistance in and out
of the water.
- Airflo: An extremely lightweight, breathable and
wicking material is located on the back panel for
optimum temperature control.

A low-profile neckline is design for improved fit
without chafing.
Water-repellent coatings help to reduce drag and
absorption in the water, adding extra speed and
reducing fatigue before the bike.
Nutrition storage: Aero designed pockets for
storage without affecting performance or
increasing drag.
A unique flexible zip was sourced from Japan to
allow a more Aero position to be achieved on the
bike whilst still allowing comfort when standing to
run.
High-performance pad from Cytech in Italy,
specifically designed for triathlon and suitable
across all distances whether it’s Sprint, Olympic,
70.3 or Long.
Arms and leg lengths designed to be a little
longer than your traditional Trisuit to maximise the
aerodynamic benefits.

- Premium-Fit: A smooth and soft fabric that feels
fantastic against the skin, providing coverage, core
muscle support and graduated compression on
the legs
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AEROFORCE-X CYCLE
JERSEY – MENS

AEROFORCE-X
GILET – MENS

AEROFORCE-X
BIBSHORTS – MENS

AEROFORCE-X CYCLE
JERSEY – WOMENS

AEROFORCE-X
GILET – WOMENS

AEROFORCE-X
BIBSHORTS – WOMENS

Aero Jersey Key Features:

Aero Gilet Key Features:

Aero Bibshorts Key Features:

- A mix of Pista, Chrono and
Speedscalez™ fabrics.
- Comfortable and aerodynamic.
- Laser-cut sleeves with low
profile silicone hem.
- Lightweight and breathable.
- Three deep rear pockets.
- YKK zipper.

- Water-resistant and windproof
front.
- Highly breathable Chrono back
and side panels.
- Three rear pockets for storage.
- Reflective detailing on
shoulders and pocket.
- YKK zipper.

- Proprietar Speedscalez™
aero fabric.
- Laser-cut hem with low profile
silicone gripper.
- Lightweight mesh bib
- Teosport armidillo chamois.
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INTRODUCING

ZONE3+
RANGE
Our favourite award-winning Zone3
accessories and casual clothing now
available with club and team customisations.

OVERSIZED
HEAT-TECH
PARKA ROBE

PARKA ROBE
- Inner Polar Fleece fabric is soft to
touch, cosy and warm.
- Outer Water-Block fabric keeps the
elements out and body warmth in.

- Wind guard protection panel around the

- Heat regulating properties allows too

neck and chin.

much heat to move to the outer shell

- Fitted hood and a popper design along

of the jacket.

the front to protect the zip,

- Large internal pockets and small

- Breathable, waterproof outer shell prevents

zippered pockets for secure storage

water ingress and provides wind protection

of nutrition and electronics.

whilst allowing moisture to escape.

- Long front zip enables the jacket to be

- Triple-layer construction including our Heat-

removed with ease.

Tech Polar Fleece lining to absorb water and

- Two front fleece pockets keep your

improve warmth.

hands warm in colder conditions.

- New longer sleeves with adjustable Velcro
straps to protect from the elements.
- Front and internal pockets to keep your

POLAR FLEECE PARKA
ROBE JACKET

POLAR FLEECE PARKA
ROBE JACKET

OVERSIZED HEAT-TECH
POLAR FLEECE PARKA

hands warm and valuables safe.
- Two-way YKK zipper with pull cords for easy
use.

POLAR FLEECE PARKA
ROBE JACKET
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WATERPROOF
BACKPACK

TRANSITION
BACKPACK

SOFTSHELL
JACKET
- Keeps the wind and rain locked out allowing

- Double winner of the 220 Triathlon

- 25 litre gym and

drops or takes a turn for the worse.

- Unique design which makes storage

- Waterproof material and

- Lightweight and water resistant.

and organisation clear and simple.

zips to keep the weather

- Toggles hem and thumb-holes allow for a

- Separated spaces for all the items

and pool water out.

close fit.

you need for training or race day.

- Internal pockets for secure

- Upper back ventilation panel design allows

- Extremely comfortable back support

storage.

moisture to escape.

and straps.

- Two external waterproof

- High collar protects the chin from bitter

- External smartphone holder with

pockets.

winds and helps to retain body heat.

earphone outlet, mesh drinks

- Reflective logos for visibility

- Three zip pockets provide close and

holders and reflective piping.

on the road.

convenient storage.

- Perfect size and fit for airline carry-

- Padded straps for added

on luggage.

comfort.

WATERPROOF BACKPACK

you to keep training even when the weather

Best on Test award & Best Value.

commuting backpack.

TRANSITION BACKPACK

TOW FLOAT

SOFTSHELL JACKET

SWIM SAFETY BUOY

- High visibility makes you easy to spot.

- High visibility.

-H
 eavy-duty PVC coated nylon waterproof outer material for

- Keeps kit safe and dry.

strength and durability.

- Heavy-duty PVC coated nylon

- Extremely lightweight.

waterproof outer material.

- Low drag when in the water.

- Low drag when on the water.

- Adjustable strap allows you to position the buoy in the water

- Dual air chambers inflate around

as desired.

contents.

- Does not restrict your strokes as you tow buoy behind you.

- Can be used empty as a tow float.

- Carry handle for ease of transport out of water.

- Adjustable strap.
- Tows behind you for an unrestricted
stroke.
- Strong and durable material.

SWIM SAFETY BUOY /
TOW FLOAT

SWIM SAFETY BUOY /
DRY BAG 28L
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AVAILABLE TO ORDER ALL YEAR - ROUND
AWARD-WINNING PRODUCTS
SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO YOU

With accessories including a 28l Dry Bag/Safety
Buoy, Polar Fleece Parka and our full collection of
waterproof bags available to customise for your
team, you will be the envy of athletes when you’re
next setting up in the transition area and chilling
out after your event.
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WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW

AWARD-WINNING

DESIGN

FULL RANGE OF KIT

We didn’t become the world’s highest

Our team of designers will work with

We offer you a full team experience

rated Triathlon brand by chance. We’ve

you from day one to create a range that

meaning you can represent your team

worked hard at it so your team can wear

reflects your team or club.

in a race, every training session and

the benefits.

everything in between.

TRY BEFORE YOUR BUY

TEAM WEB-STORE

8 WEEK LEAD TIME FOR ACTIVE+

We want to make sure you’re confident

We want to keep your club running

in your choices before you commit to

smoothly. Once your designs are

2 8 D AY L E A D T I M E F O R
A E RO FO RC E-X A N D ZO N E 3 +

ordering for your team. To make sure you

confirmed we create a web-store for you

Once you’re happy with your designs we

are happy with size and fit, we send out

to share with your members allowing

get cracking on getting them made, just

samples to try before you buy.

them to order what they need.

sit back and wait for delivery.
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ORDER
MANAGEMENT
When ready, club members can
order their desired apparel via a
dedicated online club shop.
This simple ordering process delivers your kit
within 8 weeks for the Active+ range, and 28
days for the Aeroforce-X and Zone3+ range.
Once arrived, it’s time to let the competition
know who you are. Suit up, assemble at the
start line and push for that podium finish.
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ACTIVE+ FAQ
PRODUCTS & SIZING

ORDERING

COSTS

MINIMUMS

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
TO CUSTOMISE?

WHAT IF I WANT TO CANCEL MY
ORDER?

ARE THERE ANT SET-UP OR
DESIGN FEES?

Our Active+ range offers a selection
of triwear, cyclewear, swimwear, run
apparel and leisurewear covering you
for all seasons.

You can change your mind up to the
point your order window closes.

No! We do not charge a set-up or
design fee.

DOES THE MINIMUM ORDER
QUANTITY HAVE TO CONSIST OF
ALL THE SAME PRODUCT?

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

For both men and women, we offer
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL.

Our Active+ range will be delivered
to your club or team representative
in 8-10 weeks of your order window
closing on your club page.

Get in touch with us to register your
interest and we can send across a
price list.

We also have some items available in
children’s sizes from age 7+.

HOW DO ORDER WINDOWS WORK?

WHAT SIZES DO YOU OFFER?

HOW DO WE ENSURE WE ORDER
THE RIGHT SIZES?
We will provide sizing samples for
any desired products in our Active+
range to allow club members to try
on. These samples require a deposit
which is fully refundable upon return.
DO YOU OFFER MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S VERSION ON ALL
PRODUCTS?

We just need 5 pieces per style and
4 styles to get you up and running.
This can be across sizes. If you would
like a repeat order, the MOQ is 20
pieces in total, minimum of 5 pieces
per style.

WHEN DO WE PAY?

We will open a two-week order
window for your members to order
their kit from our Active+ range.
We will then confirm the final order
numbers with the club contact
before passing your orders to our
manufacturing partners.

Your club members will order via your
club shop on our website and pay by
credit/debit card on checkout. Full
payment must be received before
production can commence.
HOW MUCH DOES SHIPPING COST?
Nothing – it’s all included in our
service to you.

CAN CUSTOM ITEMS BE
RETURNED?
We are unable to accept returns on
custom items.

Yes, all products available for
customisation come in a full range of
men’s and women’s sizes.
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AEROFORCE-X FAQ
PRODUCTS & SIZING

ORDERING

COSTS

MINIMUMS

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
TO CUSTOMISE?

WHAT IF I WANT TO CANCEL MY
ORDER?

ARE THERE ANT SET-UP OR
DESIGN FEES?

We have a range of products
including Aeroforce-X trisuit, cycle
jersey, bibshorts, and gilet available
to customise in your club colours and
logos.

You can change your mind up to the
point your order window closes.

There is a fully refundable set-up and
design fee deposit required of £100.

ARE THERE NO MINIMUM
ORDER QUANTITIES ON THE
AEROFORCE-X?

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

Our Aeroforce-X products will be
delivered directly to you within 28
days.

Get in touch with us to register your
interest and we can send across a
price list.

HOW DO ORDER WINDOWS WORK?

WHEN DO WE PAY?

We will open a two-week order
window for your members to order
their kit from our Aeroforce-X range.
We will then confirm the final order
numbers with the club contact
before passing your orders to our

Your club members will order via your
club shop on our website and pay by
credit/debit card on checkout. Full
payment must be received before
production can commence.

manufacturing partners.

HOW MUCH DOES SHIPPING COST?

CAN CUSTOM ITEMS BE
RETURNED?

Shipping costs will be calculated
upon purchase.

WHAT SIZES DO YOU OFFER?
For both men and women, we offer
XS, S, M, L, XL – with some items
available in XXL.

HOW DO WE ENSURE WE ORDER
THE RIGHT SIZES?
We have comprehensive size guides
available, along with the option for all
products in the range to be madeto-measure, to ensure the best fit
possible.
DO YOU OFFER MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S VERSION ON ALL
PRODUCTS?

Correct! Just need the one? Then
that’s all you have to order with no
additional surcharge or minimum
order quantities.

We are unable to accept returns on
custom items.

Yes.
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ZONE3+ FAQ
PRODUCTS & SIZING

ORDERING

COSTS

MINIMUMS

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE
TO CUSTOMISE?

WHAT IF I WANT TO CANCEL MY
ORDER?

ARE THERE ANT SET-UP OR
DESIGN FEES?

We have a range of products
including Zone3 jackets, hoodies,
and accessories such as backpacks
and swim buoys.

You can change your mind up to the
point your order window closes.

No! We do not charge a set-up or
design fee.

WHAT ARE THE MINIMUM ORDER
QUANTITIES ON THE ZONE3+
RANGE?

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

Our Zone3+ products will be
delivered directly to you within 28
days.

Get in touch with us to register your
interest and we can send across a
price list.

HOW DO ORDER WINDOWS WORK?

WHEN DO WE PAY?

We will open a two-week order
window for your members to order
their Zone3+ products. We will then
confirm the final order numbers with
the club contact before passing your
orders to our production team.

Your club members will order via your
club shop on our website and pay by
credit/debit card on checkout. Full
payment must be received before
production can commence.

WHAT SIZES DO YOU OFFER?
For both men and women, we offer
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL. Our accessories
are available in one size only.

HOW DO WE ENSURE WE ORDER
THE RIGHT SIZES?
We have comprehensive size guides.

DO YOU OFFER MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S VERSION ON ALL
PRODUCTS?
Yes.

CAN CUSTOM ITEMS BE
RETURNED?
We are unable to accept returns on
custom items.

5 units per item.

HOW MUCH DOES SHIPPING COST?
Shipping costs will be calculated
upon purchase.
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ACTIVE+ SIZE GUIDE
WOMEN
Waist - INCH
Waist - CM

XS
24 - 26.5
61 - 68

S
26 - 29
66 - 74

M
28 - 31
71 - 79

L
30 - 34
76 - 86

XL
33 - 37
84 - 94

XXL
35.5 - 41
91 - 104

XXXL
39.5 - 45
101 - 114

Height - FT/INCH
Height - CM

<5’ 0”
< 152

5’ 0” - 5’ 5”
152 - 165

5’ 2” - 5’ 9”
157 - 175

5’ 4” - 5’ 11”
162 - 180

5’ 6” - 6’ 2”
167 - 188

5’ 8 “ - 6’ 5”
172 - 195

5’ 10” >
178 >

Chest - INCH
Chest - CM

30 - 33
76 - 84

33 - 35
84 - 89

35 - 37
89 - 94

37 - 40
94 - 102

40 - 42
102 - 107

42 - 44
107 - 112

44 - 46
112 - 117

MEN
Waist - INCH
Waist - CM

XS
26 - 29
66 - 74

S
28 - 31
71 - 79

M
30 - 34
76 - 86

L
33 - 37
84 - 94

XL
35.5 - 41
91 - 104

XXL
40 - 45
102 - 114

XXXL
44 - 50
112 - 127

Height - FT/INCH
Height - CM

5’ 0 “ - 5’ 2”
152 - 157

5’ 1 “- 5’ 9 “
155 - 175

5’ 4 “- 5’ 11”
162 - 180

5’ 6” - 6 ‘ 2”
170 - 188

5’ 8 “ - 6’ 5”
172 - 195

5’ 10 “ >
178 >

5’ 11 “ >
180 >

Chest - INCH
Chest - CM

32.5 - 35
83 - 89

35 - 37
89 - 94

37 - 40
94 - 102

40 - 42
102 - 107

42 - 44
107 - 112

44 - 46
112 - 117

46 - 48
117 - 122

Junior
Height - CM
Age

S
128
Age 7-8

M
140
Age 9 - 10

L
152
Age 11 - 12

XL
164
Age 13+
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AEROFORCE-X SIZE GUIDE
WOMEN
Waist - INCH
Waist - CM

XS
27 - 29
70.5 - 73.5

S
29 - 30
70.3 - 76.5

M
30 - 32
76.5 - 79.5

L
32 - 33
79.5 - 82.5

XL
33 - 34
82.5 - 86

XXL
34 - 36
86 - 90

Chest - INCH
Chest - CM

33 - 35
84 - 88

35 - 36.5
88 - 92

37- 38
92 - 95.5

38- 40
95.5 - 99

40 - 41
99 - 103.5

41 - 43
103.5 - 108.5

Hip - INCH
Hip - CM

36 - 38
91 - 95

38 - 39
95 - 98.5

39 - 40
98.5 - 102

40 - 42
102 - 106

42 - 44
106.5 - 110.5

44 - 46
110.5 - 115.5

Height FT / INCH
Height - CM

5’ 1” - 5’ 3”
155 - 158

5’ 3” - 5’ 4”
158 - 162

5’ 4” - 5’ 5”
162 - 165

5’ 5” - 5’ 6”
165 - 168

5’ 6” - 5’ 8”
168 - 172

5’ 8” - 5’ 9”
172 - 175

Weight - KG

54 - 59

60 - 65

66 - 71

72 - 77

78 - 83

84 - 89

MEN
Waist - INCH
Waist - CM

XS
30 - 32
76.5 - 79.5

S
32 - 33
79.5 - 82.5

M
33 - 34
82.5 - 85.5

L
34 - 35
85.5 - 88.5

XL
35 - 37
88.5 - 92

XXL
37 - 39
92 - 96

Chest - INCH
Chest - CM

35.5 - 38
91 - 95

38 - 40
95 - 99

40 - 41
99 - 102.5

41 - 42
102.5 - 106

42 - 44
106 - 111

44 - 46
111 - 116

Hip - INCH
Hip - CM

36 - 38
91.5 - 95

38 - 39
95 - 98.5

39 - 4O
98.5 - 101.5

40 - 41.5
101.5 - 105

41.5 - 43
105 - 110

43 - 45
110 - 115

Height FT / INCH
Height - CM

5' 5" - 5' 7"
169 - 174

5’ 7” - 5’ 8”
174 - 177

5’ 8” - 5’ 9”
177 - 180

5’ 9” - 6’ 0”
180 - 184

6’ 0” - 6’ 1”
184 - 188

6’ 1” - 6’ 3”
188 - 192

Weight - KG

60 - 65

66 - 70

71 - 76

77 - 82

83 - 88

89 - 94
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ZONE3 SIZE GUIDE
WOMEN

XS

S

M

L

XL

UK SIZE

4-6

6-8

10-12

12-14

16-18

CHEST - INCHES

29-32

32-35

36-38

38-40

40-42

CHEST - CM

73-80

86-88

90-96

96-101

100-105

MEN

XS

S

M

L

XL

CHEST - INCHES

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

40-42

CHEST - CM

81-86

86-91

91-97

97-102

102-107

JUNIOR

S

M

L

HEIGHT - FT / INCH

4ft 2in - 4ft 6in

4ft 4in - 4ft 10in

4ft 9in - 5ft 4in

HEIGHT - CM

126cm - 136cm

132cm - 147 cm

146cm - 162cm

WEIGHT - LBS

57lbs - 70lbs

66lbs -88lbs

88lbs - 110lbs

WEIGHT - KG

26kg - 32kg

30kg - 40kg

40kg - 50kg
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HELLO@ZONE3CUSTOM.COM

